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Cairns conference to take the temperature of rural health 
 

The 10th biennial National Rural Health Conference, to be held at the Cairns Convention 

Centre from 17-20 May, will seek to identify how people living in rural and remote areas 

are coping with the threats and opportunities they face. 

 

It will highlight both the serious challenges those people face and their resilience at a time 

when ecological issues remain serious and when the fiscal and financial environment has 

changed beyond recognition. 

 

Promoting Cairns as “The Place to Be” the organisers have been under pressure to fit into 

the program the many threads, topics and research reports which this biennial event 

brings together. The result is a program rich in content and variety that is now accessible 

at www.ruralhealth.org.au 

 

The packed program will feature 18 keynote addresses from leaders in the health sector, 

as well as researchers and political identities.  About 120 of more than 350 papers 

submitted for consideration will be delivered in concurrent sessions, interspersed with 

eight lengthier participatory workshops.   

 

Workshop topics include the role of the health sector in mitigating the effects of climate 

change; setting an Australian rural ethics agenda; and drought, drying and rural mental 

health. 

 

There will be a strong arts-in-health stream, with the North Queensland organisation Arts 

Nexus curating events. 

 

The previous two biennial conferences each attracted more than 1,000 delegates and the 

organisers, led by the NRHA, are expecting similar registration numbers. 

 

“It’s good to have the Conference back in Queensland after 18 years away and even better 

to have it in North Queensland – the first time in the tropics,” said Atherton-based 

physiotherapist and conference convenor, Owen Allen. 

 

“We’ll roll out a warm welcome and then get down to the serious business of making sure 

that the political change underway in the health sector provides some of the answers 

we’ve been looking for in rural and remote areas,” Mr Allen said. 
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